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Although being a person in the world, seems to intrinsically endow you with 
some common sense and courtesy towards our other humans, with the ever 
rising popularity of social media, gotcha journalism, and desire to hop on 
the getting defensive bandwagon, it seems we loose sight of how what we 
say, write, and do affects the organizations, and artists that rely on them.  
 
Lesson number one: Don’t judge a film by its Cover 
As an actor in film and theatre, who is often surrounded by fellow art 
makers (directors, actors, writers ect), in spite of how interconnected and 
inter-reliant we are on each other to survive in the industry it is surprising 
to see how common and popular it is to be critical and judgmental of work 
we haven’t even seen yet.  While I am all for making conscious decisions 
with our dollars (avoiding supporting films and organizations if we believe 
them to be funded, directed by bigoted individuals/corporations), what I 
can’t understand are the people who say “So and so? As Superman? That’s 
going to be awful”. I am sorry. You have not seen the movie. You do not get 
an opinion. You are welcome to choose not to see a film. Of course that is 
your right. But we don’t have to choose to bad mouth a performance we 
have never seen. 
 
What to do instead: 
Go See Movies, and if you liked them, for pete’s sake tell someone. 
Go, see a film. And make an informed opinion. And while some films have 
huge budgets for distribution and marketing—others do not. I saw Sing 
Street on Netflix off of the recommendation of a friend on Facebook. 
Honest to God, I would have probably never even heard of that movie if it 
weren’t for this recommendation. And I am so glad I saw it! Please: see the 
movie. And if you like it, share it! Word of mouth goes a long way, and 
allows the industry professionals a chance to have their work actually seen. 
Because if you make a movie, and no one sees it—it hasn’t really existed. 
 
Lesson Number Two: Stop making remarks about an actor’s physical 
appearance. 
Are there some exceptions sure, if you want to applaud an actress who 
pulled off a heavy duty action film while pregnant, go for it. But especially 
as a woman, and simply as a human in the world, we do not need artists 



constantly inundated by remarks (positive or negative) about their bodies. 
An actor just gave away months of their lives to be in a film. They trained 
and worked 40-60 hour weeks, they poured their minds into research, and 
their hearts into discovering the emotional arc and discovered an authentic 
space to build a character (or not, you decide as an audience how effective 
they were). Mentioning the attractive or unattractive aspect of an actor’s 
body is as pointless and offensive as mentioning the appearance of a 
surgeon’s physical appearance. It has zero impact and zero relationship to 
how talented, intelligent, or effective that person was into doing their job. 
  
What to do instead:  
Talk about how effective the artist was in communicating. 
 
Be honest about how effectively the actor, director, writer (ect) was in 
truthfully telling the story. As an actor, if you want to call me a talentless 
hack, or artificial performer—I may not like it- but you are qualified to have 
this opinion as you’ve seen my work in the project. By virtue of me doing 
the film, my talent and skills are open to your scrutiny. My appearance, my 
body, my sex appeal are 100 % not on the table for your consumption. And 
once more, even if they were, your opinions on the subject will have zero 
impact on my ability to change who I am or how I look. Do you know what 
they will have an impact on? Self-esteem. Self-worth. And what’s worse, 
perhaps my ability to book work in the future (because too many people 
think I am too ___(insert adjective here) to pull off playing the next big 
role I am up for. You may not think you are causing harm, but yes, you may 
be causing an actor future work by your shallow opinions of their physical 
appearance. 
 
Lesson Number 3: Stop only watching movies about people that look like 
you. 
I am a big fan of dozens of trilogies and series films. I’m all about watching 
every Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, Hunger Games, Star Wars series 
that gets released. And of course, I am by no means begrudging the desire 
to be a part of such a cherished fandom. But when we honestly look at 
diversity in film—ticket sales have a major impact on budding filmmakers 
ability to write, produce, fund, and create films about minorities.  And the 
funny thing is, it’s not that the minority voice isn’t large. The issue is that 
there is a huge discrepancy between how many minority writers, directors, 
actors there are and how many actually make it on to screen. And when I 
say minorities that can mean more than just race. It means any story that 



revolves around a main character that does not ascribe to the dominant 
majority race, sexual orientation, economic class, gender, ability, religion, 
and education as what we have seen omnipresent in film over the last 
century. Believe it or not, when the highest grossing film stars a white, 
wealthy, cis-hetero man- it indicates to producers and filmmakers alike – 
what kind of films have the highest return rate, and therefore are the most 
financially sound to create. Contrastly, when film such as Wonder Woman 
breaks the record for the highest grossing film directed by a female—it 
holds a significant impact on the industry. Indicating that in fact 
filmmakers and producers alike can see the correlation between making 
films by and about minority characters and industry professionals and 
making real viable and profitable projects. 
 
What to do instead: Go see something with a main character who is 
somehow different than you or your usual circle. 
Film is educational and inspiring, but how limiting would we be to our 
human experience if we only exposed ourselves to people who were just like 
us? It is just as limiting for that filmmaker who is desperately attempting to 
get funding, or the writer/director/ actor who is hoping that a story that 
isn’t normally told, gets created and seen by the market.  By simply going to 
see that all female cast of Ghostbusters, or the story whose main character 
is Gay African American growing up in the inner city (Moonlight), or the 
record breaking film  written and directed by a female screenwriter 
(Ladybird), or the story about an Indian boy looking for home (Lion)- we 
get to indicate- that these movies are worth making! All of these recent 
films are just small examples of filmmakers trying to add a more diverse 
pallet of choices in our film community. But they can only survive, if people 
go to see them. And the responsibility is even greater: in order for future 
films to be developed and produced that feature authentically diverse 
actors, writers, and directors—we must go see what is currently being 
produced. Our dollars indicate the viability for all those future films aching 
to be produced. 
 
It actually doesn’t seem like much, we go to the movies out of boredom- or 
because we feel behind. Often times, we barely even notice how the simple 
act of choice, or comment, or viewing has an impact. But do know, films are 
made to reflect our real world. To share stories. To bring people together in 
dialogue and in conflict. To shed light on what it means to be human. Be 
conscious, add to, instead of destroy the spark and creativity- and try to be 
a little kinder. It allows the little guy, the different guy, the misfit girl, and 



everything in between to have a fighting chance of being created.  That’s the 
kind of industry I want to be a part of. Whether it is as a consumer or 
producer- who wouldn’t want that to be the atmosphere we get to create 
and experience films? 


